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Abstract

Acoustic data obtained using a bottom mounted 206 Hz

projector and two bottom mounted receiving hydrophones

- 
8.5 km and 21.8 km distant showed multiple acoustic paths

• with travel times approximately 30 percent faster than

predicted for water-borne propagation. The presence of

amplitude modulation with a 6.5 second period indicated

that acoustic energy was reflected from the ocean surface

before entering the high velocity limestone and coral

• bottom and being refracted to the receivers. Since

received pulses showed li ttle distortion, sub-bottom

layers may be modeled as complex impedances at the

206 Hz frequency. The results demonstrate the importance

of bottom propagated energy at low frequency and short

• range.
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I. Introduction and Summary

When sound is transmitted from a stationary source

to a stationary receiver, fluctuations in the received

acoustic signal are observfd as internal waves, tides,

turbulence and other oceanographic processes alter the

sound speed field between the source and receiver. It

has been shown that, for a single path, fluctuations

increase with range and provide a measure of oceanographic

activity integrated over the acoustic path. (1,2,3,4,5)

For source and receiver locations in which multiple paths

are present, the relationship between acoustic fluctua-

tions and oceanographic processes is considerably more

complicated. It is well known, howev er , that if the
number of paths becomes large and the fluctuations on

each path are independent, the received signal field

is well represented as a stochastic process with Rayleigh

distributed amplitude and uniformly distributed phase. (6,7)

In order to investigate fluctuations on individual

paths, an acoustic test range was installed off Eleuthera,

Bahamas. Two hydrophones were located at ranges of 8.5 km

and 21.8 km from a bottom mounted 206 Hz projector. The
• 

. 
receiver locations were selected on the basis of ray trace

analyses which showed that totally refracted (BR), surface
reflected (RSR), and surface and bottom reflected (SRBR)

propagation path. could be expected.
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A phase modulated pseudorandom sequence with a time

resolution of 20 msec and a repetition period of 9.94 sec

was chosen for transmission. The sequence was designed to

permit separation of the individual acoustic paths predicted

by ray trace analysis. A computer based field system was con-

figured to filter, demodulate and record signals on three

channels. Two channels were used to record the outputs of

hydrophones which were cabled to shore. The transmitted

signal was recorded on a third channel, a procedure which

established a reference for travel time measurements as

well as a convenient check on system performance.

In December 1976 data were obtained from the two

hydrophones and returned to tAR for processing. During

the first half of 1977, acoustic path structure measure-

ments were obtained for both hydrophones. Individual

paths were identified and records of phase and amplitude

were processed to obtain statistical distributions of

amplitude and phase. It was noted that the time between

arrivals on the 21.8 km hydrophone bore little relation

• to the model predictions. In addition one path to the

far hydrophone demonstrated unusual phase stability.

As a check on system performance, analyses

were performed on the calibration channel. Although the

channel showed amplitude stability of .01 dB and phase

• stability of .001 radian, the detailed processing in-

dicated that the travel time to the near hydrophone

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  •
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was approximately 30 percent faster than predicted,

and no paths were observed with travel times near those

predicted by ray trace analysis. -

Because of these highly unexpected results, which

seemed in sharp disagreement with the physical geometry

of the experiment, checks were made to verify the hydro-

phone and projector installation accuracy. The ship log

and discussions with shipboard personnel indicated that

the source and receivers should have been installed no

more than 200 m from their intended locations, an error

• far too small to account for the 30 percent discrepancy

in travel time. To check the field system operation,

personnel present during data collection set up the

field system in the laboratory. Data with the antici-

pated path delays were recorded on analog tape and

played into the field system. The processing was

repeated. All tests indicated that the data collec-

tion equipment and analysis software were operating

properly and that the observed path structure was

either correct or due to an error in hardware external

to the computer based recorder.

In order to confirm the measured travel times and

observed path structures, it was decided to reinstall

the hydrophone amplifiers and shore equipment and

-• record the hydrophone outputs on a Sanborn recorder

___ 

while pulsing the 206 Hz projector. Since funds for

the project had been expended, this test was postponed

until early 1978 when personnel were at the test site
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as part of another experiment. The results of this test

indicated that the path structure to the near hydrophone

was indeed correct and travel time was within 20 msec of

that observed more than a year earlier. At the far hydro-

phone two of the paths were observed within a few hundred

milliseconds of previous measurements. A third path, which

exhibited the greatest phase stability, was not observed

during the pulsed experiments.

In addition to the pulsed transmission, a 206 Hz con-

tinuous wave (cw) signal was recorded at the near hydrophone.

The c.w. signal showed amplitude fluctuations with a period

of approximately 6.5 seconds, typical of reflections from

waves on the ocean surface.

It was concluded that the initial path structure measure-

ments were correct with the possible exception of crosstalk

being included in the measurements at the far receiver.

Because of the 6.5 second amplitude modulation period at the

near hydrophone, it was conjectured that the true propaga-

tion paths involved reflection from the ocean surface before

penetrating and being refracted by the high velocity lime-

stone and coral bottom.

In mid 1978 it was decided to reprocess the available

data in hope of learning more about the unusual propagation

conditions existing at the test site. New data thresholds

were chosen to investigate the possibility that a very low

amplitude water-borne path might have existed with the pre-

dicted travel time. A path approximately 16 dB below the

first arrival was observed. Phase modulation records for

this path showed that the path length fluctuated in a

_ _ _ _ _   A 
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similar manner to the high velocity arrivals. Despite

the highly complex path structure, involving conjectured

reflections from the ocean surface and penetration into

sub-bottom layers, the received pulses showed surprisingly

little distortion indicating little frequency dispersion

over the 50 Hz transmitted signal bandwidth. The results

of this experiment clearly indicate that, in shallow

water, water-borne acoustic paths may not be the most

energetic, and propagation through the ocean sub-bottom

layers must be considered.

This report is divided into 6 sections. The source

and receiver locations and predicted acoustic path struc-

ture are discussed in the following section. In section 3

the acoustic signal processing algorithms are presented.

Records of the phase and amplitude stability of individual

paths and comparisons with statistical models are included

in sections 4 and 5. Conclusions are reported in section 6.

I 
-• -
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II. Experimental Geometry

In preparation for the measurements of acoustic channel

stability two bottom mounted acoustic receivers were in-

stalled off Eleuthera, Bahamas, in the location shown in

Fig. 1. The receivers were respectively 8.5 km and 21.8 km

distant from an existing bottom mounted 206 Hz acoustic

projector. The receiver depths were 1481 m for the

near hydrophone and 4560 m for the far hydrophone. The

source, previously installed on 26 June 1975, was located

at approximately 290 m depth. The bottom in the region

of the experiment was limestone and coral with new reef

areas to the northwest of the source and behind the source.

The bottom slope was from the west to east.

Based upon historical sound speed measurements,

the nominal acoustic path structure was calculated.

Figure 2 shows the bathymetry and predicted acoustic

path structure to the near phone. Single refracted (BR),

single surface reflected (RSR) and surface and bottom

reflected (SRBR) paths were anticipated with travel

times between 5.75 and 6.00 seconds. Predict~i energy

via RR and RSR paths was approximately equal. The SRBR

path was estimated to be approximately 5 dB less energetic

than the RR arrival. At the 21.8 km hydrophone, travel

times between 14.69 and 14.82 seconds were predicted for

the principal RR, RSR, and SRB R paths shown in Fig. 3.

Although measurements of temperature as a function

of depth (XBT) were planned during the experiment, high

~~TT~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • . •  - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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seas prevented the vessel from operating near shore.

Historical sound speed data was therefore used to

estimate the acoustic path structure at the time of

the experiment. As shown in Fig. 4, limited sound

speed estimates obtained from aircraft XBT’s were in

close agreement with the historical profile, Un-

fortunately, critical regions below 400 m were not

examined by aircraft measurements.

I

r i - ’ .
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III. Signal Processing for Channel Stability Measurements

Historically, acoustic path structure has been

studied by dropping small explosive charges. The acoustic

signal generated by an explosive charge is of short dura-

tion and approximates an impulse response in the time

domain. The received waveform is therefore an approxima-

tion to the channel impulse response. Because of the dif-

ficulty in detonating successive explosive charges at the

same location over long periods of time, short pulses

from an acoustic projector are more useful for studies

of channel stability. As the pulse-width is reduced,

the transmitted signal approximates the channel impulse

response. Unfortunately, low frequency projectors have

limited bandwidth and limited peak power. Substantial

signal processing is therefore required before the

channel response to a single pulse can be extracted.

Based on theoretical developments by Metzger and
8 . .Birdsall, and previous experimental observations by

Jobst and Dominijanni,9 the modulation selected for

this experiment was designed to measure the distortion

on a single transmitted pulse. Rather than transmitting

single pulses, however, processing gain was obtained by

transmitting a repetitive sequence of 512 binary digits.

The digits phase modulated a 206 Hz carrier with +900

corresponding to the digit “la and -90~ corresponding

to the digit “0” . The time duration of each digit was

19.4 msec or exactly 4 carrier cycles. The digit dura—

tion resulted in a signal bandwidth of 51.5 Hz and

L .A  • . . . . _ . ~~~. _ •_ _  . .  
—
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equalled the bandwidth of the projector and matching

network. The sequence duration, before repetition,

was 9.94 seconds.

If the channel remains stable for several sequence

periods, additional improvement in signal to noise ratio

may be obtained by adding samples of the received signal

complex envelope from several successive sequences. For

this experiment, 16 sequences were averaged. Assuming

independent noise samples, an improvement of approxi-

mately 12 dB was obtained. The operation is equivalent

to filtering each of the 512 transmitted spectral lines

with a narrowband 6.29 mHz filter centered on each line.

The processing, called sequence block averaging , has

been used extensively in previous experiments.

The channel digit response is defined as the time

domain waveform observed at a receiver when a single

pulse (digit) is transmitted. The digit response is

obtained by noting that a transmitted sequence s(t) of

pulses p(t) with modulation d(?L) may be written

8( t )  = d(~)p(t-~ At) (1)

£ =0

where 4t is the pulse width. The received sequence with

pulse shape a(t) modified by the ocean channel and sampled 4

times per dicv4.t may be expressed

r(i) d(~) a(~~~ 
— .~~t)

0.~ ii~2047. (2)

L k~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ _ - - ~~ --— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _ .- -----.---~
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The discrete ‘ourier transform (DFT) of the received

sequence is equal to the product of the DYT of the

transmitted sequence, sampled once per digit, and the

DFT of the received pulse modified by the ocean channel,

511 2047 —I
r(k)= d(~) ~512] [2~~8 [a(i) W~~48~

Os k s2 0 4 7 ,

where 4~2 
= exp 1~ 

2n~~k 1 . The channel digit response
L 5l2 J

is obtained by dividing the DFT of the received sequence

by the DFT of the transmitted sequence and taking the

inverse transform. Assuming independent noise, there

is approximately 27 dB of gain in the channel digit

response algorithm implemented with 512 digits.

Representative magnitudes of the channel digit

response are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for the calibra-

tion channel, 8.5 km hydrophone and 22.8 km hydrophone

respectively. The function illustrates the signal en-

velope which would have been observed if a single pulse

had been transmitted, but the signal to noise ratio is

considerably enhanced by the digit response processing.

As shown in Figs 6 and 7, multiple paths were observed

at both hydrophones and the separation between paths

is considerably different from that predicted by ray

trace analyses. The time axes in Figs. 5, ~ and 7 have

- ---

~

--- -
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been segmented to show only those intervals in which major

energy was observed. Travel time is measured from the

occurrence of the calibration pulse, shown at “time zero”

in Fig. 5.

Since the transmitted sequence is repetitive with a

P period of 9.94 seconds, travel time “wraps around” in the

sense that acoustic paths with travel times in excess of
• 

one sequence period superpose on the display. Although

the sequence length of 9.94 seconds was thought to be

sufficient to avoid ambiguity between arrivals, the
I

occurrence of a major energy peak 4.1 seconds after

transmit with no major arrivals at the predicted 6

second delay indicated that a major experimental error

may have occurred.

Because of the wide disparity between predicted

and measured travel times, considerable effort was

spent in validation of the experimental configuration.

During the experiment, the time between samples was

controlled by a frequency source accurate to one part
+8in 10 . At the start of each 16 sequence data collec-

tion interval, the external frequency source was corn-

pared with the computer clock. Differences between

the clock and external source greater than .6 rnsec,

indicating a dropped sample or additional sample due

_ I - - to noise in t)e clock circuit, resulted in an error

message on the teletype. No errors were reported

_ _ _-  
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during the experiment. The calibration channel was

amplitude stable to within .01 dB and phase stable

to within .001 radian. All investigations showed

that the data collection equipment performed as

designed.

As a further check on signal processing , the

field system was set up in the laboratory in the

same configuration used at Eleuthera. Sequence

generator outputs were recorded on analog tape with

time delays corresponding to the estimated acoustic

path structure. The analog tapes were played into

the field system and digitized following the same

procedures used for analysis of field data. All

tests indicated that the field system and analysis

software performed correctly. It was concluded that

the observed path structure was either correct or else

due to equipment external to the field system.

In order to confirm the measured travel times and

observed path structures, it was decided to reinstall

the hydrophone amplifiers and shore equipment at

Eleuthera and record the hydrophone outputs on a chart

recorder while pulsing the 206 Hz projector. Since

funds for the project had been expended , the test was

postponed until early 1978 when personnel were at the

test site as part of another experiment. Two channels

were used for recording with the transmitted pulse dis—

played on one channel and one hydrophone output dis-

played on the other channel. Figure 8 shows the
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recorder output when the 8.5 km hydrophone was

monitored. The transmitted pulse is approximately

0.2 seconds long and the leading edge of the first

arrival appears 4.08 seconds later, consistent with

• experimental results obtained more than a year earlier.

The results for the 21.8 km hydrophone are shown in

Fig. 9. The first and second arrivals were observed

9.5 and 11.8 seconds after the transmitted pulse,

again consistent with earlier measurements. The ex-

tremely stable high amplitude path observed during

the initial experiment was not present during the

pulsed experiment. This path occurred within a few

md~lliseconds of the peak recorded on the calibration

channel and is believed to have been crosstalk.

In addition to the pulsed carrier, chart recordings

were made of the received signal envelope amplitude at

the 8.5 km hydrophone when a 206 Hz continuous wave

(cw) signal was transmitted. As shown in Fig. 10, the

received signal envelope shows fluctuations with a

period of approximately 6.5 seconds. The fluctuations

are typical of those introduced by surface reflections.

It was concluded that the acoustic paths were quite

complex and involved reflections from the ocean surface

j - before penetrating the high velocity limestone and coral

bottom. It was also concluded that, with the exception

of possible crosstalk on the 21.8 km hydrophone, the

initial data recording and processing were correct.

—— —•- 
- —.—--•-—--- _ —•--. • _ _ _ _________________________
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The importance of bottom refracted acoustic

energy in short range acoustic propagation has been

noted by other investigatoJ° ~ and is a topic of

current research interest. It has been shown that

compressional wave energy striking a solid bottom

at elevation angles between 700 and 900 is trans-

mitted into the bottom sediment with high efficiency14

and can be upward refracted to produce the energetic

signals and multiple paths observed on this experiment.

The speed of sound in limestone varies between 1700

m/sec and 4000 m/sec and is consistent with observed

travel times. Unfortunately, confirmation of the

conjectured surface reflected and bottom refracted

acoustic path structure requires a more fully instru-

mented test range than was available for this experiment.

i

I - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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IV. Data Analysis

Having confirmed that the initial measurements were

val id , it was decided to reprocess data from both hydro—

phones in order to learn more about the unusual propaga-

tion conditions existing at the test site. New data

thresholds were programmed to investigate the possibility

that very low amplitude water-borne paths might have been

present with the predicted travel times of approximately

6 sec. for the 8.5 km hydrophone and 14.7 sec for the

hydrophone at 21.8 km. The channel digit response was

calculated every 9.94 minutes for a one ~ay interval.

As shown in Fig. 11, successive estimates of the

acoustic path structure at the 8.5 km hydrophone are quite

similar, as would be expected for propagation which is
\

• principally through an unchanging limestone bottom. (The

6.5 second surface wave modulation is filtered by the

sequence block averaging and digit response processing).

Time for a single digit response estimate increases from

left to right on the abscissa. The ordinate is in rela-

tive energy on a decibel scale with an arbitrary reference.

Successive digit response estimates are shown with time

increasing on the third coordinate. The abscissa has

been truncated in Fig. 11 to show only those times at

which significant energy was observed .

H

_____________ . .• ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . . _ . .~ _ _



In Fig. 12 the channel digit response magnitude for

the 21.8 km hydrophone is shown for the interval in which

water-borne paths were expected. Although energy was

observed with a travel time of 14.3 seconds, the path

delay was approximately .4 seconds less than predicted,

an error indicating that the observed path was not water-

borne

In order to investigate the phase and amplitude

fluctuations associated with individual paths , time

windows were selected in the channel digit response.

Within each window W5, samples of the complex channel

digit response envelope M(j) were summed to produce the

complex signal vector

g ( i )  M (j )  (4)

J~~~ 
ws

Signal power for each path, or group of paths, was

estimated by multiplying the signal vector by its

complex conjugate.

Phase estimates were obtained fran

9(i) TAN 1 Im [q•(i)] (5)
Re fg(i)]

where Re~g(i)~ and Im~g(i)]denote the real and imaginary

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ signal vector.
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Noise power was estimated according to Eq. 6

n2(i) = 

~II ~~~ 
12 (6)

jc!J~ 
-

where the surnmatiO~ is in a region of the channel digit

response judged not to contain signal energy.

Although signal to noise ratio varied considerably ,

the ratio was in excess of 10 dB for all but a few sample

intervals. Representative time series for signal energy,
signal phase, and signal—to—noise ratio are shown in

Fig. 13 for four arrivals selected from the channel digit

response in Fig. 11. The three higher amplitude paths

with travel times less than 5.5 seconds all exhibit ampli-

tude fluctuations of less than 4 dB during the one day ob-

servation interval. Amplitude fluctuations on the path

with a 5.7 second travel time, approximately that pre-

dicted for water—borne paths, was somewhat greater although

the path amplitude was approximately 16 dB below that of

the bottom refracted path.

Phase records for the four paths show a long—term

trend of approximately .25 cycles corresponding to a

path length change of approximately 1.8 in in one day.

Since the acoustic path analysis on the 206 Hz cw

signal indicated surface wave amplitude modulation,

the acoustic paths are at least partially water—borne

and such changes are not unreasonable. A phase modulation •

of .22 cycles (peak to peak) is predicted due to surface
• tides at the Eleuthera test site. Although the modulation

is difficult to identify with a one day recOrd., a l~ hour

• •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- - - - •
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periodicity is evident in Fig. 13.

The very high signal to noise ratio obtained through

channel digit response processing made it possible to com-

pare the envelope of the received signals with the envelope

of the transmitted signal. As shown in Fig. 13, signal to

noise ratios for the four selected paths were often in excess

of 10 dB, with the path corresponding to the water-borne

travel time having the poorest signal-to-noise ratio.

Representative received pulse envelopes, selected from the

channel digit response magnitude in Fig. 11 and plotted on

an expanded scale, are shown in Fig. 14. The largest

arrival shows a pulse—width considerably less than the

20 msec duration of the calibration pulse and indicates

that a second arrival, with a 1800 phase reversal, can-

celled the trailing edge of the first pulse. The can-

cellation can also be seen in the channel digit response

magnitude in Fig. 11. Later arrivals shown in Fig. 14,

showed time spreads of a few milliseconds. The similarity

between transmitted and received pulses is rather remarkable

in view of the probable surface reflected and bottom pro-

pagated paths. The data indicate that, had the sub-bottom

structure been known, ray trace analyses which treat the

bottom as a complex impedance might have provided satis-

factory estimates of the received acoustic field.

- - 

_
- . -
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V. Statistical Analysis

The phase records for individual paths shown in

Fig. 13 indicate that long term changes in path length

occurred during the one day observation interval.

Although these changes make it difficult to estimate

fluctuation statistics from limited time series, it

is nevertheless of interest to examine the probability

distributions of the amplitude and phase records and

to compare these records with available models.

Since the individual acoustic paths examined

through channel digit response processing exhibited

considerable amplitude and phase stability, the sta-

tistics of the received digit response may be can-

pared with the theoretical distributions of a sinu-

soidal signal in narrowband noise. It can be shown15

that the joint distribution of envelope amplitude R

and phase 9 is given by

R 
2 exp ..fR

2 + A2 - 2? cos(9-*)

~ 2nu L 2a J
0~~ 8~~ 2iy

0 elsewhere

(7)

where 
~
, is an arbitrary phase angle, 9 is the observed

• phase, R is the envelope amplitude, A is the constant

signal amplitude, and is the noise power. At signal

to noise ratios in excess of 10 dB, the joint density

takes a particularly simple form and may be integrated

_ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  

-
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to provide the cumulative probability distribution

functions for amplitude alone and for phase alone,

R
( 

_ _ _  

-[R’-AJ
F(R)~~ ) 

e 2a2 dR’ (8)

and
4T~~~sin G 

2

- 

F(9)~~ 
3

’ 

~4~
- e dy (9)

y

where F denotes a cumulative distribution.

The theoretical cumulative distributions for ampli-

tude and phase may be compared with measured distributions

using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. (16)

This test compares the distribution obtained from the

experimental ensemble with a theoretical distribution

function. The hypothesis that the experimental ensemble

is distributed according to the theorized distribution

is accepted or rejected according to the maximum distance

between the two functions.

In Figs. 15 and 16 cumulative distributions for

• amplitude and phase are plotted for the first arrival

at the 5.8 km hydrophone. Although the cumulative dis-

tribution of amplitude seems quite similar to a Gaussian

distribution, the maximum difference between the theo-

retical and experimental distributions was .08 and the

probability of being incorrect by rejecting the Gaussian

i~~• _ 
—~~~~~~~~~~~

-
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hypothesis is .54. For the phase record, the maximum

distance between the theoretical and experimental dis—

tributions was .061 and the probability of being in-

correct by rejecting the Gaussian hypothesis is .83.

Because of long term trends and low frequency modula-

tion present in both amplitude and phase time series,

the series were filtered to remove energy with perio-

dicity less than 6 hours before the statistical tests

were applied. Also the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied

using the experimental- variance from Table 1 rather than

the variance predicted from the noise backgrounds in

Eq. 8 and 9. Although amplitude and phase flucatuations

seem consistent with a Gaussian hypothesis as expected ,

the variance is increased by propagation through the

water and reflection from the ocean surface.

The time stability of fluctuations on individual

acoustic paths may be investigated by examining the

autocorrelation functions of the amplitude, phase,

and complex envelope of the received signal vector

given by Eq. 4. As shown in Fig. 17, the autocorrela-

tion function for amplitude fluctuations (the mean ampli-

tude is removed) decorrelates in one sample indicating

that the amplitude fluctuations at high signal to noise

ratio are consistent with an additive Gaussian noise

model, independent from sample to sample. The magnitude

of the complex envelope autocorrelation reflects the -

presence of a mean signal amplitude which is large

____ - - -~~~ ., ,- - —.— -.- - — - . .~ - _ ___
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compared to noise. Because of the large and very stable

mean amplitude, complex envelope samples exhibit depen-

dence for periods of more than 2 hours. The autocorrela-

tion of the phase record indicates that the long term

trends shown in Fig. 13 are quite significant in deter-

mining phase sample-to-sample dependence. (If the record

had been filtered to remove these trends, much shorter

correlation times would be expected).

Since paths apparently travel through a similar

part of the water column before entering the high ve-

locity bottom, modulation on all paths is expected to

be similar as indicated by the phase records in Fig. 13.

Crosscorrelations between the phase record for the first

arrival and the records for later arrivals shown in Fig. 18

confirm the dependence of path fluctuations.

- 
. ________________ .
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VI. Conclusions

Acoustic data obtained using a bottom mounted 206 Hz

projector and two receiving hydrophones 8.5 km and 21.8 km

distant showed multiple acoustic paths with travel times

• approximately 30 percent faster than predicted for water-

borne propagation. The presence of amplitude modulation

with a 6.5 second period indicated that acoustic energy

was reflected from the ocean surface before entering the

high velocity limestone and coral bottom and being refracted

upward to the receivers. Since received pulses showed

little distortion, sub-bottom propagation at 206 Hz may be

well modeled as propagation through layers with complex im-

pedance. The results clearly demonstrate the importance

of bottom interactions at low frequency and short range.

— __ 4
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Acoustic data obtained using a bottom mounted 206 Hz pro-
jector and two bottom mounted receiving hydrophones 8.5 km and
21.8 km distant showed multiple acoustic paths with travel times
approximately 30 percent faster than predicted for water-borne
propagation. The presence of amplitude modulation with a 6.5
second period indicated that acoustic energy was reflected from
the ocean surface before entering the high velocity limestone
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~ and coral bottom and being refracted to the receivers. Since
received pulses showed little distortion , sub-bottom layers
may be modeled as complex impedances at the 206 Hz frequency.
The results demonstrate the importance of bottom propagated
energy at low frequency and short range.
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